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· RESOLUTION 

WHEREAS, The Emergency Allocation Act under which all authority 
to assure adequate production and supply of propane, heating 
oil and other petroleum products, as well as a ceiling on their 
prices, has expired and 

WHEREAS,'The President has requested the Congress to re-enact 
the Allocation Act for a period of 45 days to forestall the 
economic and social consequences of total and sudden decontrol 
of the pr.l.ce of crude oil which results from his successful veto 
of the Allocation Act, be it 

RESOLVED, That the Democratic Conference urges the leadership to 
introduce and seek immediate consideration and enactment of a 
measure that will provide for the follow!ng: 

(1) A re-enactment of an Emergency Allocation Act for 
a period of 60 days commencing on the date of enactment with 
authority for the President to adjust the price of old oil only 
if he can meet the criteria of his own Executive Order requiring 
the economic and inflationary impact of such an adjustment in price 

(2) To permit the Congress this 60-day period to determine 
a fair pricing policy on other than a take-it-or-leave-it basis.and 
to specifically prohibit the submission of a decontrol plan under 4(g)(2) · /' .. 
authority during the first 45 days of the extention of the Act, and be it 

RESOLVED, further, that the leadership is requested to seek from the 
President, forthwith, his legislative proposals • 

.. ... . 
. ·". ·. -.. . .· 
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NEED FOR DECONTROL 

WHY ACT NOW? 

- Action on decontrol has been delayed for too long 
already. ~he President has already submitted 
several compromise proposals and has gone more than 
half way towards decontrol. Each has been rejected, 
but the Congress has offered no positive program of 
its own. 

- Unless the veto of the 6-month extension is sustained 
action will be stalled until after the 1976 elections. 
We must get on with reducing our import vulnerability 
now. 

- If the veto is sustained, and the Congress wants 
to compromise and enact a program like the President's 
39-month decontrol plan, the President will sign a 
45-day extension of the EPAA. 

EFFECTS OF DECON'l'ROL 

- Decontrol, even with removal of current import fees, 
will reduce imports by about 700,000 barrels per day 
by 1977. Higher energy prices have been documented 
to reduce demand. · 

- Decontrol will provide an incentive for the use of 
increased high-cost recovery techniques in currently 
declining fields. These advanced recov~ry techniques 
would not be economic at %5.25 per barrel controlled 
prices, but could add about 1.4 million barrels per 
day of production by 1985. 

- Decontrol would remove a complex and burdensome 
regulatory program which was enacted to deal with 
an embargo and is unwarranted now. 

ECONOMIC IMPACTS 

- If a compromise cannot be reached and complete 
decontrol continues, the President will take.several 
actions to east the transition. 
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- The President will remove the current $2.00 import 
fee on crude oil and $.60 fee on petroleum products 
when his veto is sustained. This action will keep 
the average petroleum product price increase to 
about three cents per gallon. 

- Further, the President will take steps to ease the 
following potential problems: 

0 He will ask for authority to allocate propane at 
reasonable prices to farmers, rural households, and 
other historical users. 

0 He will seek authority to allow retail dealers 
to challenge in court any unfair practices by major 
oil companies. 

0 He will request legislation to provide an incentive 
for small and independent refiners equal to their 
current benefits under the entitlement program, which 
gradually phases out. 

- The President will continue to press for a windfall 
profits ·tax on the oil- industry \vith rebates of the 
revenues collected to the American consumer. 

" .. -
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FARMERS 

CURRENT SITUATION 

Farmers are faced with rising production costs 
generally. 

Fuels represent about 3 percent of the cost of 
farming. 

ACTIONS TO ALLEVIATE "POTENTIAL PROBLEM 

To reduce any increased inflationary pressures on 
food, the Administration will request ~ direct tax __ 
rebate on the increased price of gasoline and diesel 
oil as .a result of the President's decontrol Prooosal 



SMALL AND INDEPENDENT REFINERS 

CURRENT SITUATION 

Small and independent refiners have received· 
some form of protection since 1959. 

· • Under the Mandatory Oil Import Program a 
"sliding scale" was used to provide greater 
than proportionate shares of imports. 

Under the Old Oil Entitlement Program pro
vision was made for a "small refiner bias 11 

which effectively duplicated the maximum 
subsidy under the oil import program. 

ACTION TO ALLEVIATE POTENTIAL PROBLE.i'1 

Since protection of the small and independent 
refiners is important to ensure competition 
and since a sudden removal of subsidies could 
adversely affect some of these refiners, the 
Administration is prepared to take action to 
provide an orderly transition from price controls. 

A gradual phase-out of subsidies will be 
provided for up to three years under ne1v 
legislation. 

This subsidy will assure continued viability 
of these firms. 



PROPM1E 

CURP.ENT SITUATION 

Propane is a petroleum product which is used in 
agriculture for crop drying, rural home heating and 
in industrial and electrical utilit~es. 

Under the Emergency Petroleum Allocation Act (EP&~}, 
the FEA allocated propane and controlled its price. 
Using these authorities, historical users such as farmers 
were assured needed supplies. 

Because of the natural gas shortage, large industrial 
and utility users l,·rho are curtailed may attempt to 
substitute propane. Such purchases could divert 
large quantities of propane from historical users 
or cause large price increases. 

1\CTIO~iS TO DEAL ~'liTH P01'ENTIAL PROBLE?·!S 

• 

Because the President intends to veto the six month 
extension of the EPAA·, ne"\v authorities are needed 
to protect historical propane users. 

The President will request legislation as part of 
comprehensive emergency legislation to deal with 
the natural gas shortage, which will: 

0 

0 

0 

Provide allocation and pricing authorities for all 
propane use. 

Assure historical users of adequate supplies at 
reasonable prices. 

Regulate the use of propane by new industrial users 
who are experiencing natural gas curtailn2nts . 



RESOWTION TO THE SENATE DEMOCRATIC CONFERENCE 

Whereas, the Congress is continuing to seek a responsible 

consensus on the question of energy prices; 

Whereas, enactment of s. 1849 would prevent the immediate 

decontrol of energy prices with such decontrol's implicit threat of 

halting economic recovery and stimulating inflation; 

Hhereas, enactment of s. 1849 would preserve the competitive 

protections of the Emergency Petroleum Allocation Act; 

H'h.ereas, a brief extension of the existing energy price control 

authority is the step best designed at this time to provide the time needed 

by Congress and the Administration to reach an acceptable agreement on 

energy prices; 

THEREFORE, The Senate Democratic Conference urges the President 

to sign into law s. 1849; and, in the event of a veto, the Senate Democratic 

Conference urges that the veto be overridden. 

B. Regardless of the outcome of the override vote in Congress 

the Senate Democratic Conference also urges the Majority Leader in 

cooperation with the Speaker of the House to immediately consult with the 

President to resolve our differences and develop an acceptable agreement 

on energy prices. 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

September 4, 1975 

MEMORANDUM FOR: THE PRESIDENT 

FROM: JACK MARSH 

Max has obtained a copy of the Resolution adopted by the Senate 
Democrats in their conference today in reference to the energy 
matter. A copy of this resolution is set out below. 

1.( It should be noted that so far a vote count on the resolution is not {( 
U available and probably was adopted by a voice vote. Max and I 

feel the last paragraph is significant. 

Additionally, you should be aware our Whip count is improving 
and shows 34 votes to sustain. However, Max and I are keeping 
this on a very close hold basis in an effort to avoid counter 
pressure on swing votes. 

Additionally, we are DEXING to you the Mansfield statement made 
at the Conference. 

On another subject, Max says that Chairman Madden of the Rules 
Committee, has bilked again at scheduling the Turkish aid matter 
before the Rules Committee and Doc Morgan indicated he will not 
press the issue until after the Yom Kipper recess of September 12-17. 
It means that we are unlikely to have a vote in the House until late 
September. 

The resolution follows: 

RESOWTION TO THE SENATE DEHOCP..ATIC CONFERENCE 

~fuereas, the Congress is continuing to seek a responsible 

consensus on the question o£ energy prices; 
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l.fhereas, enactment of S. 1849 would prevent the immediate 

decontrol of energy prices with such decontrol•s implicit threat of 

halting economic recovery and stimulating inflation; 

\.fhereas, enactment of s. 1849 would preserve the competitive 

protections of the Emergency Petroleum Allocation Act; 

Whereas, a brief extension of' the existing energy price centro~ 

authority is the step best designed at this time to provide the time ne~ 

by Congress and the Administration to reach an acceptable agreement on 

energy pr fees; 

THEREFORE, The Senate Democratic Conference urges the President 

to sign into law s. 1849; und, in the event of a veto, the Senate Democratic 

Conference urges that thn veto be overridden. 

B. Hegardless of the outcome of the override vote in Congress 

the Senate Democratic Cont'erence also urges the Majority Leader in 

cooperation with the Speaker of the House to immediately consult with the 

President to resolve our differences and develop an acceptable agreement 

on energy prices. 



.. 

Last FriCay, the S?eaker end I net with President Ford. The meeting 

Y;y purpose 1vas to urge the President not to veto s. 1849,. 

t'J.~ six-mont~ extension of the E~ergen~y Petrole1..!..."!1 Allocation Act, because of 

t~e disastro~s effects that ab~~pt terni~2tion of all price restraints on 

energy would have on the country. As I saw it, if the President vetoed a_~d 

nothing further was done, prices of all petrole~"n products--gas and heating 

oiJ_--·,rould go sky-high. Independent refiners and ser'rice station operators 

-vro·.1]_cl. be r""iYen to th~ 'irall; the solY~n~y of the airlb.es '..ro•.lld be threatened; 

infl.-:tt:.!.on '..rould get ::-.... other long ride on the mercy-go-ro'.l.."ld; the recession 

deepen ir..to de;J:ressio!l e.ncl u.:J.employment would spread. 
+ 

eY-?lored the possi~ility of providing time for further consideration of more 

Person.ally, I 

h?.d proposed a period of four to six years for decontrol on .July 22 and as 

lonG; as tYo years e.go had s'.lggested :::-a"':.ioning as the only really equitable 

~"?8.J" of c,_ee.ling ~,..;_ th the netroleu..-n proble~. Neither suggestion got any--..rhere. 

the briege. nhat seemed most i~ed-

ic.tely necess2.ry 1·ras time--!:lo:::-e· til!!.e, for ::J.egotiation betr..reen the President e.nd 

t:~e Cor!gress. I approached th-2 President, tl'lerefore, out of a deep personel 

co:1~ern ov0r t'he peri1 -.,,.:'lich ·,ro-:.:.ld threaten the nation in the event o:f an 
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':·that I did and 

letter to t~e Preside~t ~~~~ ace~~-

'V"'I~.!'"";o"·~ """'r::-·.: ~---~_,. ee.c~ of you .. alo!'!g 

As ~'~.?..S oeen re;?or~.:~o., t:-:~ effort to :pers""J.e.cle the President not to 

,~~··-t"'\ ~,"B.s n-ot successfu.l. T:h•:! ?r~s::.d.en~.: ·,.;-as e.ppreciative but aca"'r'a:J.t. Ee 

he would veto the A11ocation 

3eyond that, there is little else to 

There 1,·.2.s ~1"'\ c-.g:ree::1ent, no conpromise, no specifics 
1 

save those to T,.rhic~ 

In sl..,_or-':, the A<l"T.inistratio!'! stands COrr.J!;J.i tted to the veto. In rr:ry 

co~ror.·-'· ··. , __ ,_::, . 

i!!C'.icateC.., if resu.J:ts in a."'! 

Yet, 

to d.e':'.l -with the reality or 

ther~fore, 

If' the E~ergency 

here end then 1~ t~e R~~se, 

!twill 

'..rlll be possible throughout this 
a month or two, at the most, 
to vork out further co~ramises 
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sce:':'le.!'io o:n er..er~r e:T..erges, 

c:>.::mo·t, cou~:t 0:1 it. cc..!!!':ot be st'!..re +,~..,.J.-___ c.-., 'J 

~ec~.::.ires 

is 
, . , 

"'f .. rn:LC.G lS neve~ e~sy to achieve i!l 

tDe 8e~~te or the Eo~se s~nce t~e PresiQen~ pits his strength end lea~ership 

2n the event the veto su.sts.:.ned. Som.evhe!'e, in this government, 

som.e b!'cnch of this govcr~~e:1t, in~tiatives must be taken on behalf of the 

genera~ ?Ublic to block o~f a ga~hering economic disaster. 

cor..venc t~~.is Co:1ference .)~cday ?":..~ose of reporting O::! 

oil ~:nc::-c2.sing at ~ate of 5 cents per 

those bus~:-t~ed t:.!!C.er the .l\.J.2ace.tion Act l.3.st Jv.J.y ,-,ri th the e.ppropri:~:te ta.xi~g. 

c.!ld iJ:::?or-: fe~ S1).lJ".9le~e:lJcs a.~ a: I ~J.:~.s t point 01J.t, it ~,res a pla~ t~a.t t'he :-:ouse ·. 
rejcc·'ceo. by a margin of 39 vo-:es. 
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coulG. be by both Houses looked favora~le. 

' 22:ve h2.d. 2.::1 O?}?O!'-':-...:~i t::r r.o·,r to consider this p::-oposal. fully. T"'-
-" 

o:'fered. 1.:2 been presented good 

~so t:'lis ey:pect \>till be co?:!Sidere-:1 here in 

Fo:::- the :P!'eser.t, ho~·reve!': ~·re c.!'e up ~.gainst a PresiG.ential decisio!! 

-;;o veto the 6-:mont:':l Ex'censior.. !f the Congress is successful in the override, 

ther. the oil-p!'icing iss~e can be a':ldressed p~dently, calmly and outside the 

c.·:::r.osphere :~rod.uced by tne s?ectre of a~:n..":?t and total decontrol. ~"le alterna-

~:.i,·e ,,rnic:1 is offererl is the J+5-cl2.y exte~sion -.;dthin which to accept the 

P!'eSi('J.er>.t' s p!'oposals or so!!':.e modification thereof' to which he might be 

I hasten tr) o.d.d that t:"le President himself' gave no ino.ica::ion of 

r:o~ing, hmrever, the Deputy Majori t:y 

'" 
;.:~. J:.rre-,.. die~. ·.~ .. , .. ~_sG ~~.he s'":.sg<~s tion of C'. 60-!l!onth ext.e!!sion, "h"hich \·ras 

I then 

f:exible on &n extended t~rne period and, 

: ~sk this Conference to conside!' this sit,~tion most care~y. 

lTnless t~-:is co::'lflic-;; ":-e"::-reen the At'~m~ nistre.tion a..'P'ld Congress 

resolv~d, of t:1e nation vho '!-rill pay the price 

s:~,rroc::..:eting prices of all petroleum 

of' the ~~erican economy • 

.... -·-·~ 



THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

September 4, 1975 

MEMORANDUM FOR: THE PRESIDENT 

FROM: JACK MARSH 

Max has obtained a copy of the Resolution adopted by the Senate 
Democrats in their conference today in reference to the energy 
matter. A copy of this resolution is set out below. 

It should be noted that so far a vote count on the resolution is not 
available and probably was adopted by a voice vote. Max and I 
feel the last paragraph is significant. 

Additionally, you should be aware our Whip count is improving 
and shows 34 votes to sustain. However, Max and I are keeping 
this on a very close hold basis in an effort to avoid counter 

pressure on swing votes. 

Additionally, we are DEXING to you the Mansfield statement made 

at the Conference. 

On another subject, Max says that Chairman Madden of the Rules 
Committee, has balked again at scheduling the Turkish aid matter 
before the Rules Committee and Doc Morgan indicated he will not 
-press the issue until after the Yom Kipper recess of September 12-17. 
It means that we are unlikely to have a vote in the House until late 

September. 

The resolution follows: 

RESOLUTION TO THE SENATE DEHOCRATIC CONFERENCE 

Whereas, the Congress is continuing to seek a responsible 

consensus on the question of energy prices; 
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WASHINGTON 
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MEMORANDUM FOR: THE PRESIDENT 

FROM: JACK MARSH 

Max has obtained a copy of the Resolution adopted by the Senate 
Democrats in their conference today in reference to the energy 
matter. A copy of this resolution is set out below. 

It should be noted that so far a vote count on the resolution is not 
available and probably was adopted by a voice vote. Max and I 
feel the last paragraph is significant. 

Additionally, you should be aware our Whip count is improving 
and shows 34 votes to sustain. However, Max and I are keeping 
this on a very clos o hold basis in an effort to avoid counter 

pressure on swing votes. 

Additionally, we are DEXING to you the Mansfield statement made 

at the Conference. 

On another subject, Max says that Chairman Madden of the Rules 
Cornmittee, has balked again at scheduling the Turkish aid matter 
before the Rules Committee and Doc Morgan indicated he will not 
·press the issue until after the Yom Kipper recess of September 12-17. 
It tneans that we are unlikely to have a vote in the House until late 

September. 

The resolution follows: 

RESOWTION TO THE SENATE DEMOCRATIC CONFERENCE 

Whereas, the congress is continuing to seek a responsible 

consensus on the question of energy prices; 
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'-+-' 1975, T~e C2..:.?~tol, Roc:n S -2 'J7, l2 : 00 noon 

Last ?riC.ay, the Speaker end I r.:.et with ?residen-t Ford. Tb.e meeting 

vrc-.s e .. t rr..y ~eq1.. .. ~est. "fl~l purpose 1-ro.s to urge the President not to veto s. 1849, 

t~e six-month extension of the Er.:.ergency ?etroleu.1n Allocation Act, "!:lecause of 

t':ce O.ise.st:::-o'J.s effects that a'oro..1pt te:-nin.e.tion of all :price restrain.ts on 

ene:::-zy would heve on the cou.~try. As I saw it, if the President vetoed and 

nothing f~ther was dor:.e, prices of .all petroleu.'T. p:::oducts--gas and. heating 

In.dc-pen.dent refine:::s and se!""rice station operators 

the airlines wo•ild be threatened; 

in.flo:t:ton WO'\..~ld get P.'l0ther long ride on the merro.r-go-rov.nd; the recession 

r;::th these the Spe2.ker and I met T.oti th the President 

eY?:orec. the possi"o:'.:' . .i!::y of :Providing ti::-::e for further consideration of !!lore 

Personal:cy', I 

:--.ao. proposed a period of four to six ye.;>.rs for decontrol on .July 22 and as 

~-on.s es tYo yee.rs e.go he.c. susses ted r2.tioning as the only really eq-:rl table 

;re.y of C.e~.l:!.~g wit~ ~he petroleum. pro"blem. Neither suggestion got an:r..rhere. 

r,rhat seemed most j-mmed.-

iate1y necessary I·T2.s tir.:.e--r.:.o:::-e· ti.."'!:e, for negotie.tion. bet':..reen t'he President a:c.G.. 

-the Conzress. I approached the Presic1ent, therefore, out of a deep personal 

con.cern o-..rer the peri1 vr:-:ich T,m"..lld threaten the nation in the event of an 
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~vhat I did. and 

letter ~o the P~esident with accon-

Y'l':"~"':~-~ """'r:* 
----,;,_) 

r.l'""!"""\-ioc .............. :J-- ._.;.,J of you along with ell 

to persu~de the President not to 

·v·'C-:o ,.~w(?.S not Stlccessfu_l. ~ne ?res~dent ~~s appreciative but ad.ama~t. 

3eyond that, there is little else to 

There i,·cs :::.0 at;:ree."':lent, no conpro::1ise, no specii'ics, 

~,rh:tch I Yrill 

:n s:1ort, the Ji.d:rri::lis·trz.:':.ion st?.nds com!lli tted to the veto. In nry 

enerw :· n.ce ;:-estra:'~nts: ·.~..,, 'ir.!:'eak havoc in the econony. Yet., 

11":"' 
~·-·..J • T~.:.'2 I.r~:?:.(te!'s~ip ~e.s to deal with the reality of 

It' the Emergency 

here and then in H011.se, it 

It will 

:--,2-t~r:.c.:'.s refined out of the cr.:~e oil bar:-el ;..rill be possible througb.out this 
al't:1.o'J.gh I hope it ':·rc-:.ld only take a month or two, at the :most, 

T:'1ose r1cnt"':'J.~/ ca~ a~: so ~::~ ;;_sed. -:o -t-:y to ... vrork out f'urther c<Y!!promises 

?resic.ent a.~cl to Eo'J.se an opportunity to pass the :many 

s=-s~ificant energ:y· !::~-?.s, __ :!"e.s--~c3~ of --=~~e..""!l ~rom Senetor Jackson's Cc~ittee--
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If ~~~t cce~~rio on ener~r e~~rges, ~~e~ ~he L~ediate crisis will 

cau~t on :.t. 

~~e Se~ate or t~e Ho~se s~nce the PresiQent pits his strength a~d leadership 

~-~0.. of ~hj_s Kajo~:!. ty, ·Cherefore, to co~sider altern:~:~ives, to prepa~e fall-

_,_. 
~..ne the ve-:o is S'U.S t&.ined.. Somewhere, in. this goveiT..:me!lt, in 

so::ne branch of this goverr"''T..e:rt, in:. tiati ves r::u.st be taken on behalf' of' the 

genera~ ?Ublic ~o ~loc~ o~f a ga~~ering econc~ic disaster. 

~ .. 
. ·• 

;~ the cou~s~ of ~y ~eeti~g with the Presi~errt~ the~efore, I i~C~ce~eQ 

.._. . 
\..c~.lS co~ference tod~y for the ~~rpose of re?orting o~ 

at ~~e rate of 5 cer..ts per 

a~d. T ~~~t point out, 
'.' 

it ·.ras a pla....'"l teat the Eo1.:se 

rejcc·t~0. by a rr.e.rgin of 39 ch2.::1ge7 so f'ar as I ::!.r.!. a~-ra:re,. 1ras 
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~~i:'2~c.l. coulCL be e.greed. ",;.}Jo~ or if i~s C..??~0"'~'P"2.l "by botn. Houses looked ~avorable. 

It ~as been presented in good 

Conferei'.ce will be considered here in 

For- the prese!lt, ho~·rever: ~-:-e o.re ":.n ~:>.gainst e. :?residential decision 

to veto r:r the Co:r.gress is successful in the override7 

tho:>'. t::Ce oi:!.-prici:r.g iss:J.e can be add:!'essed prv.dently, cal!!lly and outside the 

c;~::r.as:phere pr-oo.uced. "oy the S:;:'ectr-e of a"::>rupt anC. tote.l decontrol. The e.l te!Tz-

-:J.. .. t~~ ~.;:··rich in offerect is the )~5-C.e:,r exte::1s:!..on ~ .. ~thin which to accept the 

?:reside!'.t' s pr-opasals or so:rr:e :nodifice:tio!1 -':hereof to which he might be 

I hasten tn f:l.dd that t:1.e President hi.~self gave no indica~ion of: 

hm.;ever, the Deputy Najority 
• 

:S:::~r:.-,r·_, >~:.. 2::Ir~.; dic.l 1'.':. !_~e ~.he s·J.G;gest:.o:1 o~ C'~ 60-:r!!.onth exte~sion7 ·.,.rhich ~-ra.s 

_._,...., --- .~. ·'-'-uo -"' .. ·~~'- ' '~,',.-.., o.....,.-'-.-:-.-~ p. --••·• C!.. - - __ - .'' '-..-.().:,_,...:.,.;__,.:;~J~--·~-1, ~'~-::'..c~ 1:.:':\.eYise vas nat e..ccepted .. · 

o~ en e~ended ti~e period and, 

::.n eXC?!SS of 39-months. 

,_, . 
vnlS situation most care~!l1y. 

s~:..tct".lre of .1-_'},,ca 
~...;_ .... _ .A!nerice..n econc:T.Y • 



THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

September 4, l975 

CABLE TO THE PRESIDENT 

FROM: DICK CHENEY AND JACK MARSH 

This cable is to confirm that Max Friedersdorf is setting up a 
meeting with key Democratic Senators at 9:00 a.m. on Saturday 
and a meeting with key Republican Senators at 7:30 a.m. for 
breakfast on Monday. 

Max is inviting the following Democrats for Saturday: 

Senator Harry Byrd {Va) 
Senator John McClellan (Ark) 
Senator Robert Morgan {N.C.) 
Senator Sam Nunn {Ga) 
Senator John Sparkman (Ala) 
Senator Jennings Randolph {W.Va.) 
Senator Herman Talmadge {Ga) 
Senator John Stennis {Miss) 

Invitees to the Monday morning meeting are: 

Senator William Brock {Tenn) 
Senator Robert Dole {Kan). 
Senator Strom Thurmond {S.C.) 
Senator Robert Taft {Ohio) 
Senator Norris Cotton {N.H.) 
Senator Lowell Weicker {Conn) 
Senator William Roth {Del) 
Senator Charles Mathias {Md) 

We have just learned that the Senate Democratic Caucus rejected the 
Mansfield energy compromise. More detailed information, when we 
have it, will follow in another message. 
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September 4, 1975 

CABLE TO THE PRESIDENT 

FROM: DICK CHENEY AND JAC 

This cable is to confirm that Max riedersdorf is setting up a 
meeting with key Democratic Senators at 9:00 a.m. on Saturday 
and a meeting with key Republican Senators at 7:30a.m. for 
breakfast on Monday. 

Max is inviting the following Democrats for Saturday: 

Senator Harry Byrd (Va} 
Senator John McClelLan (Ark) 
Senator Robert Morgan (N.C.} 
Senator Sam Nunn {Ga} 
Senator John Sparkman (Ala} 
Senator Jennings Randolph {W.Va.} 
Senator Herman Talmadge (Ga} 
Senator John Stennis {Miss} 

Invitees to the Monday morning meeting are: 

Senator William Brock (Tenn) 
Senator Robert Dole (Kan)_ 
Senator Strom Thurmond (S.C.) 
Senator Robert Taft (Ohio) 
Senator Norris Cotton (N.H.) 
Senator LowelL W eicker (Conn) 
Senator William Roth (Del) 
Senator Charles Mathias (Md) 

We have just learned that the Senate Democratic Caucus rejected the 
Mansfield energy compromise. More detailed information, when we 
have it, will follow in another message. 
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+MSSOCIATED rRESS WRITER 
wASHINGTON (AP) - SEVEN DEMOCRATIC SENATORS MET HITH PRESIDENT ForlO 

TODAY ANO VOICED GUARDED OPTIMISM THAT A COMPROMISE CAN SE WORKED OUT 
ON DOMESTIC OIL PRICE CONTROLS~ 

-r-a·- C---- - · - · ··- .. - -- ~ , ;:,,_ ,... !! s.z-,.... - .. __ 
In~ 1 Kc~iD~NT ~UMMDH~D THe ~cNATOnS TO THE "niT~ MO~~~ TO DI~Cu~~ 

FaRe's PROMISED VETO OF A BI(L EXTENDING CONTROLS FOR SIX MONTHS. 
~ ,~ 

IHE CONTROLS~ WHICH HELD THE PRICE OF bU PER CENT OF DOMESTIC OIL RT 
""'; "1;::;: ..... ""' ,.. ... ~ ... I ... "P .. R - ~ L ,0 .--y .... 'l . - "' Q I'... l: n........ H ,0 s n - L .... v,..... T..... u,.. T ~ "'f•..t•1:.·.J r onnn~'-' i:A l.: Cl.l n;)l ~.JNDH,. ;..,-• .... ! 1 -'r\1.1 n L~ till:.!.! !"!~ '.!'C. l..t 

UNTIL THE LAST POSSIBLE MOMENT . - NEXT TUESDAY - IN HOPES OF WORKING 
OUT A COMPROMISE. 

SEN. JOHN SPARKMAN OF HLABAMR SRIO AFTER TODAY~S HOUR-LONG MEETING 
TH~T THE PRESIDEN~ MIGHT ACCEPT A 45-DAY EXTENSION ON CONTROLS TO GIVE 
CONGRESS AND THE ADMINISTRATION SOM~ TIME TO WORK OUT A COMPROMISE • 

. SEN, SAM MUNN OF GEORGIA SAID ALL THE SENATORS PRESENT AGREED THAT 
SOHE SORT OF PHASED-OUT CONTROL WOULD BE THE MOST ACCEPTABLE ROUTE TO 
TAKE:. 

PRESIDENT FoRO ORIGINALLY PROPOSED A BILL ~HICH WOULD GRADUALLY 

ELIMINATE CONTROLS O~ER A 39-MONTH PERIOD AND HE HAS SEEN PUSHING FOR 
A COMPROMISE BASED ON THAT PROPOSAL. 

S.PA.Ri<MAN SAID THE Sl!NATORS TOOtH URGED THE PRESIDENT TO MEET AGAIN 
~~ITH SENATE ftAJORITY LEADER fiiKE MANSFIELD AND HousE SPEAKER CARL ~ 
HLBERT TO DISCUSS A SOLUTION. 

HE SAID THE PRESIDENT PROMISED TO DO SO AND 

THE MACHINERY IN MOTION TO GET A SOLUTION WE 
SPARKMAN SAID. 

' i I 
CfHf 

THINK THEY'LL START 
LIVE W!THJ'' 

SEN. JonN STENNIS OF MISSISSIPPI~ SAYING ''THERE !S R GOOD CHANCE TO 
FIND AN AREA OF AGREEMENT' 3 ' SAID HE THOUGHT SUCH A MSETING COULD 
COME AS EARLY AS MoNDAY. 

IF A COMPRO~ISE CANNOT BE HORKED OUT AND THE PRESIDENT VETOES THE 

BILLJ THE SENATE HAS SCHEDULED AN OVER-RIDE ATTEMPT ON WEDNESDAY. 
~ ~ 

UEMGCnATS ARE CONFIDENT THE VETO WILL BE OVER-RIDDEN' SUT ~ORO 
REPORTEDLY WAS TOLD BY ADVISERS 
NARR!Ji-! MARGIN. 

THAT TH~ VETO~COULD BE 
. '-

SUSTAINEG BY A 

tARLIERf JOHANNES ~ITTEVEENJ DIRECTOR OF THE INTERNATIONAL 
:..; ,... , 
I~ONETARY ~UNOJ SAID OIL-PRODUCING NATION5f IN R GESTURE OF COOPERATION 
HITH v!HER COUNTRIES~ HAY DECIDE. NOT TO INCREASE PRICES RS EXPECTED. 

~~l THINM THEY ARE R~RRE OF THE IMPACT A BIG PRICE INCREASE COULD 
HAVE ON THE WORLD ECONOMY''' WITTEVEEN SAID fRIDAY IN ~INDING UP THE 
I~F AND ~ORLD BANK ANNUAL MEETING HERE. 

iHE URGRNitATION oF OIL ExPORTING CouNTRIES MEErs IN VIENNA SEPT. 23 .. 
""'- t.J .,.,. T ... Tv DiSCUSS PRICES. H U.~ REASURY UEPRRTHENT OFFICIAL AGREED THERE 

WAS R CHANCE THAT NO INCREASEJ OR ONLY R MINIMAL ONEJ WILL BE IMPOSED. 
~CONTROLS! bTH GRAF AUU4. 

-~AI'!.~~"""" A,.. 

11 iJ lJAtV IJ::1· lJIJ 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

September 8, 1975 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

FROM: MAX L. FRIEDERSDORF 

SUBJECT: S.l849 

Attached is the current asses·sment of the. vote status on the 
veto of S.l849, The Six Month Extension of the Emergency 
Petroleum Allocation Act. 

You will note on ·the second page the best contacts for you 
to make personally between now and 3 P.M. Wednesday would be 
Senators Javits, Hathias, Cotton, Eastland, McClellan and 
Montoya. 

It would probably be best to bring Eastland down if time permits, 
rather than a phnnn call. 

cc:~/Marsh 
Don Rumsfeld 
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MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

September 8, 1975 

MAX L. FRIEDERSDORF 

WILLIAM T. KENDALL ~J~ 
S. 1849 

We believe, from personal contact, that the following will support the 
President on the S. 1849 veto: 

REPUBLICANS (31) 
Baker 
Bartlett 
Beall 
Bellm on 
Brock 
Buckley 
Curtis 
Dole 
Dornenicl 
Fannin 
Fang 
Garn 
Goldwat·er 
Griffin 
Hansen 
Hatfield 
Helms 
Hruska 
Laxalt 
McClure 
Packwood 
Pearson 
Percy 
Roth 
Scott (Pa.) 
Scott (Va.) 
Stevens 
Thurmond 
Tower 
Weicker 
Young 

DEMOCRATS {4) 
Gravel 
Johnston 
Long 
McGee 



The following are believed to be the best prospects: 

REPUBLICANS 

Case (Kendall will follow up w/ 
Zarb memo) 

Javits (President should call 
him) 

Mathias (President should call 
him) 

Schweiker (Kendall will follow 
up) 

Cotton (President and POD) 
Taft (weakest, Zarb should 

reassure) 

DEMOCRATS 

Bentsen (says, if needed) 
Eastland (President should call) 
McClellan (leaning, needs Presidential 

call, POD, and Senator Long) 
Montoya (President, Zarb and Long) 
Morgan (weak, but for compromise) 
Nunn (outside possibility, WK will 

contact) 
Sparkman (POD) 



FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE September 9, 1975 

Office of the White House Press Secretary 

------------------------------------------------------------------
THE WHITE HOUSE 

STATEMENT BY THE PRESIDENT 

I have today vetoed S.l849, which would have extended for six months price 
controls on domestic oil. So there is no doubt in the minds of the American 
people and the Congress, let me tell you why I have taken this action: 

First, to save American jobs. 

Second, to protect our future econom· stability and national security. 

Third, to assure that this Nation 
achieves a comprehensive natio 
from foreign suppliers. 

ter months and months of delay 
1 energy program for future independence 

Since Federal price controls wer placed on domestic oil four years ago, 
America 1 s bill for imported oil as continued to rise -- from just over $3 
billion annually t9 more than $ billion today -- an increase of seven hundred 
percent. I am tallcing about eric an dollars -- your dollars -- to pay for 
foreign oil and for~oreign jo s. This $25 billion could provide more than 
one million jobs fo\ Ameri ns here at home. 

\ 
Put another way, th~~ve age American family today is paying out $350 a 
year to foreign oil producing nations -- which could and should be spent in 
this country to put Americans to work. 

If I signed this bill continuing controls, America's start on the road to 
energy independence could be delayed indefinitely. I am well aware of the 
reluctance of Members of the Congress to face up to such a difficult problem 
just as an election campaign is getting underway. 

For more than eight months, I have tried to get the members of this Congress 
moving on a solution to this urgent problem of national energy independence. 
My latest effort at a compromise with the Congress has resulted in nothing 
more than this proposed six-month extension of the existing law --which 
is no answer at all to a program of energy independence for the United 
States. 

During the four years that Federal controls have been in operation --controls 
which Members of Congress now want to extend --the cost of energy to 
American consumers has soared, and our dependence on foreign oil has 
doubled. Still, Congress refuses to enact a national energy program. 

(MORE) 
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If this veto is sustained, I would accept a 45-day extension of controls to 
provide time to work with the leaders of the Congress who have again 
assured me they will seek an acceptable compromise during this period. 

If all efforts at compromise fail, I will act to ensure an orderly transition 
from government controls to the free market. 

Resolution of the oil price controls issue is an essential first step toward a 
total energy independence program. We must have a national energy program 
before we have a national energy emergency. Our time to act instead ·of 
react grows shorter with each day. I urge Members of the Senate and the 
House to sustain this veto and get on with the job of meeting this problem 
head-on. 

The continued failure of Members of the Congress to enact a National Energy 
Program puts us increasingly at the mercy of foreign oil producers and 
will certainly result in Americans paying substantially higher prices for 
their fuel. 

# # # 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

TO THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES: 

I am today vetoing S. 1849, which would extend price 
controls on domestic oil another six months. I am taking 
this action because: 

1. An extension of price controls would increase our 
dangerous and growing dependence on imported oil. 

2. It would increase the export of jobs and dollars from 
our economy. 

3. It would jeopardize our future economic stability 
and national security. 

4. It would retard conservation of energy. 

5. It would postpone the badly needed development and 
production of new domestic energy. 

6. It would negate the possibility of long-range 
compromise on this problem because of expected Congressional 
reluctance to tackle the issue of higher oil prices in an 
election year. 

Since 1971, America's bill for imported oil has climbed 
from just over $3 billion annually to $25 billion today -- a 
700% increase. This $25 billion could provide more than one 
million jobs for Americans here at horne. We cannot delay 
longer. 

Last January in my State of the Union Message, I proposed 
to the Congress a comprehensive energy program to make the 
United States independent of foreign oil by 1985. 

The need for such a program grows with each passing day. 
Right now, the United States is dependent on foreign oil for 
almost 40 percent of its current needs. If we do not act 
quickly to reverse this trend, within 10 years, we will 
import more than half of the oil we need at whatever price 
is demanded by foreign producers who can cut off our supply 
any time they want to. 

The more foreign oil we import, the more dollars and the 
more jobs we lose from our economy. And as American jobs and 
dollars flow out of the country, so does our economic and 
national security. 

The 1973 embargo cost us more than $15 billion in Gross 
National Product and threw hundreds of thousands of persons 
out of work. It dramatically showed our vulnerability. Another 
disruption would be even more costly in dollars and jobs -- and 
could throw us into a new recession. 

The detailed legislative program I sent to the Congress 
last winter involved tough measures to put us immediately on 
the road to energy independence. It would have conserved the 

more 
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energy we now have and accelerated development and production 
of more energy here at home. 

Because this program would have increased energy prices 
somewhat until new domestic supplies were developed, I also 
proposed tax legislation to prevent undue profit-taking by 
oil companies and to return energy tax dollars to American 
consumers to offset the slightly higher prices they would 
pay. 

Since I could not gamble with our Nation's security 
while waiting for the Congress to act on my comprehensive 
program, I raised the import fees on each barrel of foreign 
crude oil in February as an interim measure to reduce imports. 

The Congress still has not acted. Throughout these 
months, I have compromised again and again and again to 
accommodate Congressional requests. 

I delayed putting the second dollar 
for 90 days, finally imposing it June 1. 
dollar indefinitely. Still, the country 
Congressional action. 

fee on imported oil 
I delayed the third 

has seen no 

In my State of the Union Message last January, I announced 
a decision to remove the ceiling on price-controlled domestic 
oil April 1, permitting it to rise from $5.25 per barrel to the 
free market price. This action would have immediately stimu
lated production and development of needed additional energy 
supplies and also encouraged conservation. At the request of 
Congressional leaders, I postponed such action to give them 
time to work out a different solution. 

After nearly six months without Congressional passage 
of a decontrol bill or any other positive legislation, I 
proposed in early July a compromise 30-month phased oil 
decontrol plan. This program represented an effort to meet 
the concerns raised by many members of Congress and showed 
the Administration's willingness to compromise. The House 
of Representatives rejected this plan. 

I made another effort to reach a solution before the 
August Congressional recess by submitting another decontrol 
plan, which would have gradually phased out price controls 
over a 39-month period and put a price ceiling on all domestic 
oil. 

I believe this decontrol plan went more than halfway 
to meet concerns raised by the Congress. Although it would 
achieve energy objectives more slowly than warranted, I 
offered it in the spirit of compromise, because action was 
desperately needed. 

Instead, the House also rejected this compromise attempt 
and Congress passed this bill which would simply extend the 
pricing and allocation authorities for another six months. 
This proposed action would only ensure the continued growth 
of our dependence on foreign oil. 

I cannot approve six more months of delay -- delay which 
would cost needed jobs and dollars and compound our energy 
and economic problems. 

more 
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From my experience in the Congress, I am well aware that 
1t will be easier to pass the tough legislation needed to 
begin solving the energy problem this year rather than during 
the 1976 election year. The six-month price controls extension 
contained in the bill I am vetoing would postpone possible 
action until at least the Spring of 1976 and in all likelihood 
would mean an indefinite delay in our efforts to begin solving 
this problem. 

Despite last minute attempts made in good faith by 
the Democratic and Republican leadership, their effort to 
achieve a compromise in the Congress has failed. It is 
clear that too many Members of the Congress have not come 
to grips with the decontrol issue -- much less the overall 
energy problem. 

We must have a national energy program before we have 
a national energy emergency. Our time to act instead of 
react grows shorter with each day and with each delay. 

Without price controls on domestic oil, we can reduce 
dependence upon imported oil by reducing domestic consumption 
by more than 700,000 barrels per day within two years. We 
can reduce dependence in the long run by increasing domestic 
production by nearly one and one-half million barrels per 
day by 1985. By continuing controls, imports will increase 
because of a lack of incentives to spur domestic production 
and the energy problem will get worse and worse. 

If my veto is sustained, I still will accept a 45-day 
extension of price controls to provide time to work with the 
Congressional leaders who have assured me that they will seek 
an acceptable compromise during this period. If this further 
compromise fails, however, I will take the following actions 
to ensure an orderly transition from government controls to 
the free market: 

I will remove the previously imposed $2 per barrel 
import fees on crude oil and a 60 cents fee on petroleum 
products. 

I will again press the Congress to enact a windfall 
profits tax with plow back provisions and to return the money 
collected to the American consumer. 

I will propose legislation to provide a gradual 
transition from price controls for small and independent 
refiners. 

I will propose legislation to provide authority to 
allocate liquified petroleum gases, such as propane, to supply 
these important fuels at reasonable prices to farmers, rural 
households and curtailed natural gas users. 

I will seek authority to provide retail service 
station dealers legal remedies to protect their interests 
against unwarranted actions by the major oil companies. 

Since January, I have gone more than halfway in order 
to reach a responsible compromise. Obviously, we have talked 
and delayed long enough. We must act now to protect not only 
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ourselves, but future generations of Americans. I urge Members 
of the Senate and the House to sustain my veto and get on with 
the job of meeting this problem head-on. 

The continued failure of Members of the Congress to enact 
a National Energy Program puts us increasingly at the mercy 
of foreign oil producers and will certainly result in 
Americans paying substantially higher prices for their fuel. 

THE WHITE HOUSE, 

September 9, 1975. 

GERALD R. FORD 

# # # # # # 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

TO THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES: 

I am today vetoing S. 1849, which would extend price 
controls on domestic oil another six months. I am taking 
this action because: 

1. An extension of price controls would increase our 
dangerous and growing dependence on imported oil. 

2. It would increase the export of jobs and dollars from 
our economy. 

3. It would jeopardize our future economic stability 
and national security. 

4. It would retard conservation of energy. 

5. It would postpone the badly needed development and 
production of new domestic energy. 

6. It would negate the possibility of long-range 
compromise on this problem because of expected Congressional 
reluctance to tackle the issue of higher oil prices in an 
election year. 

Since 1971, America's bill for imported oil has climbed 
from just over $3 billion annually to $25 billion today -- a 
700% increase, This $25 billion could provide more than one 
million jobs for Americans here at home. We cannot delay 
longer. 

Last January in my State of the Union Message, I proposed 
to the Congress a comprehensive energy program to make the 
United States independent of foreign oil by 1985. 

The need for such a program grows with each passing day. 
Right now, the United States is dependent on foreign oil for 
almost 40 percent of its current needs. If we do not act 
quickly to reverse this trend, within 10 years, we will 
import more than half of the oil we need at whatever price 
is demanded by foreign producers who can cut off our supply 
any time they want to. 

The more foreign oil we import, the more dollars and the 
more jobs we lose from our economy. And as American jobs and 
dollars flow out of the country, so does our economic and 
national security. 

The 1973 embargo cost us more than $15 billion in Gross 
National Product and threw hundreds of thousands of persons 
out of work. It dramatically showed our vulnerability. Another 
disruption would be even more costly in dollars and jobs -- and 
could throw us into a new recession. 

The detailed legislative program I sent to the Congress 
last winter involved tough measures to put us immediately on 
the road to energy independence. It would have conserved the 
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energy we now have and accelerated development and production 
of more energy here at home. 

Because this program would have increased energy prices 
somewhat until new domestic supplies were developed, I also 
proposed tax legislation to prevent undue profit-taking by 
oil companies and to return energy tax dollars to American 
consumers to offset the slightly higher prices they would 
pay. 

Since I could not gamble with our Nation's security 
while waiting for the Congress to act on my comprehensive 
program, I raised the import fees on each.barrel of foreign 
crude oil in February as an interim measure to reduce imports. 

The Congress still has not acted. Throughout these 
months, I have compromised again and again and again to 
accommodate Congressional requests. 

I delayed putting the second dollar 
for 90 days, finally imposing it June 1. 
dollar indefinitely. Still, the country 
Congressional action. 

fee on imported oil 
I delayed the third 

has seen no 

In my State of the Union Message last January, I announced 
a decision to remove the ceiling on price-controlled domestic 
oil April 1, permitting it to rise from $5.25 per barrel to the 
free market price. This action would have immediately stimu
lated production and development of needed additional energy 
supplies and also encouraged conservation. At the request of 
Congressional leaders, I postponed such action to give them 
time to work out a different solution. 

After nearly six months without Congressional passage 
of a decontrol bill or any other positive legislation, I 
proposed in early July a compromise 30-month phased oil 
decontrol plan. This program represented an effort to meet 
the concerns raised by many members of Congress and showed 
the Administration's willingness to compromise. The House 
of Representatives rejected this plan. 

I made another effort to reach a solution before the 
August Congressional recess by submitting another decontrol 
plan, which would have gradually phased out price controls 
over a 39-month period and put a price ceiling on all domestic 
oil. 

I believe this decontrol plan went more than halfway 
to meet concerns raised by the Congress. Although it would 
achieve energy objectives more slowly than warranted, I 
offered it in the spirit of compromise, because action was 
desperately needed. 

Instead, the House also rejected this compromise attempt 
and Congress passed this bill which would simply extend the 
pricing and allocation authorities for another six months. 
This proposed action would only ensure the continued growth 
of our dependence on foreign oil. 

I cannot approve six more months of delay -- delay which 
would cost needed jobs and dollars and compound our energy 
and economic problems. 
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From my experience in the Congress, I am well aware that 
it will be easier to pass the tough legislation needed to 
begin solving the energy problem this year rather than during 
the 1976 election year. The six-month price controls extension 
contained in the bill I am vetoing would postpone possible 
action until at least the Spring of 1976 and in all likelihood 
would mean an indefinite delay in our efforts to begin solving 
this problem. 

Despite last minute attempts made in good faith by 
the Democratic and Republican leadership, their effort to 
achieve a compromise in the Congress has failed. It is 
clear that too many Members of the Congress have not come 
to grips with the decontrol issue -- much less the overall 
energy problem. 

We must have a national energy program before we have 
a national energy emergency. Our time to act instead of 
react grows shorter with each day and with each delay. 

Without price controls on domestic oil, we can reduce 
dependence upon imported oil by reducing domestic consumption 
by more than 700,000 barrels per day within two years. We 
can reduce dependence in the long run by increasing domestic 
production by nearly one and one-half million barrels per 
day by 1985. By continuing controls, imports will increase 
because of a lack of incentives to spur domestic production 
and the energy problem will get worse and worse. 

If my veto is sustained, I still will accept a 45-day 
extension of price controls to provide time to work with the 
Congressional leaders who have assured me that they will seek 
an acceptable compromise during this period. If this further 
compromise fails, however, I will take the following actions 
to ensure an orderly transition from government controls to 
the free market: 

I will remove the previously imposed $2 per barrel 
import fees on crude oil and a 60 cents fee on petroleum 
products. 

I will again press the Congress to enact a windfall 
profits tax with plow back provisions and to return the money 
collected to the American consumer. 

I will propose legislation to provide a gradual 
transition from price controls for small and independent 
refiners. 

I will propose legislation to provide authority to 
allocate liquified petroleum gases, such as propane, to supply 
these important fuels at reasonable prices to farmers, rural 
households and curtailed natural gas users. 

I will seek authority to provide retail service 
station dealers legal remedies to protect their interests 
against unwarranted actions by the major oil companies. 

Since January, I have gone more than halfway in order 
to reach a responsible compromise. Obviously, we have talked 
and delayed long enough. We must act now to protect not only 
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ourselves, but future generations of Americans. I urge Members 
of the Senate and the House to sustain my veto and get on with 
the job of meeting this problem head-on. 

The continued failure of Members of the Congress to enact 
a National Energy Program puts us increasingly at the mercy 
of foreign oil producers and will certainly result in 
Americans paying substantially higher prices for their fuel. 

THE WHITE HOUSE, 

September 9, 1975. 

GERALD R. FORD 

# # # # # # 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

REMARKS OF THE PRESIDENT 
UPON VETOING 

s. 1849 

THE OVAL OFFICE 

I have today vetoed S. 1849 which would have 
extended for six months price controls on domestic 
oil. So there is no question in the minds of the 
American people ru~d the Congress, let me tell you why 
I have taken this action. 

First, to save American jobs. Second, to 
protect our future economic st~ility and our national 
security. Third, to assure tlrat this Nation, after 
months and months of delay,,/~chieves a comprehensive 
national energy program f future independence from 
foreign suppliers. 

price controls were placed on 
domesticm·l four y ago America's bill for imported 
oil has ontinued rise from just over $3 billion 
annually to more an $25 billion today, an increase 
of 700 p rcent .. 

I talking about American dollars, your 
dollars, to pay for foreign oil and for foreign jobs. 
This $25 billion could provide more than 1 million 
jobs for Americans here at home. 

Put another way, the average American family 
today is paying out $350 a year to foreign oil producing 
nations which could and should be spent in this country 
to put Americans to work. 

If I signed this bill continuing controls, 
America's start on the road to energy independence 
could be delayed indefinitely. I am well aware of 
the reluctance of Members of the Congress to face up 
to such a very difficult problem just as an election 
campaign is getting underway. 

MORE 
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For more than eight months I have tried 
to get the Members of this Congress moving on a 
solution to this urgent problem of national energy 
independence. My latest effort at a compromise 
with the Congress has resulted in nothing more than 
this proposed six-month extension of the existing 
law, which is no answer at all to a program of energy 
independence for the United States. 

During the four years that Federal control 
programs have been in operation, controls which 
Members of Congress now want to extend, the cost of 
energy to American consumers has soared and our 
dependence on foreign oil has doubled. Still Congress 
refuses to enact a national energy program. 

If this veto is sustained, I would accept 
a 45-day extension of controls to provide time to 
work with the leaders of the Congress who have again 
assured me they will seek an acceptable compromise 
during this period. If all efforts at compromise fail, 
I will act to insure an orderly transition from 
government controls to the free market. 

Resolution of the oil price controls issue 
is an essential first step toward a total energy 
independent program. We must have a national energy 
program before we have a national energy emergency. 

Our time to act instead of react grows shorter 
with each day. I urge Members of the Senate and the 
House to sustain this veto and get on with the job of 
meeting this problem head-on. 

The continued failure of Members of Congress 
to enact a national energy program puts us increasingly 
at the mercy of foreign oil producers and will 
certainly result in Americans payirlg substantially 
higher prices for their fuel. 

Thank you. 

END (AT 2:03 P.M. EDT) 
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MR. NESSEN: You have the copy of the statement 
that the President read. There was a longer official 
message to Congress. This is being typed on the official 
copy,,and when it is ready, the P~esident will sign it, 

/ somewhere around 3:15 or 3:30,,so I would anticipate that 
that will be available to gi~;e' you somewhere between 3:30 
and 4:00. 

You know the!l1~1 problem of Congressional 
courtesy requires that t be delivered to Congress before 
it appears on the wir • 

Q been at least simultaneous. 

MR. It will be simultaneous, Ted. 

Q say that is embargoed? I am sorry. 
/ 

'MR{ NESSEN: I think it will be handed out pretty 
much simultaneously with its delivery to Congress. 

Q But this other was not? 

MR. NESSEN: The other we have just given out& 

Q Yes. 

MR. NESSEN: 
between 3:30 and 4:00, 
The statement that the 
in the Press Office. 

No. I say it will be available 
the longer message to Congress. 
President just read now is available 

To answer your questions about the veto and 
the attempted override tomorrow and all t~e other questions 
about economic effects and so forth, we have Frank Zarb. 

MORE 
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MR. ZARB: Let's answer your questions. 

Q How many votes have you got? 

MR. ZARB: It is going to be a close vote in 
the final analysis, but we think we are going to have 
enough to sustain. I don't have a final, up-to-date 
last count. 

Q Which House, Frank, are you talking about? 

MR. ZARB: The vote goes to the Senate first, 
and that is where the first vote must occur. 

Q You say this is a critical test point, 
according to the Senate? 

MR. ZARB: I think that is a mighty important 
vote, and it is the place where we must sustain. 

Q What happens if it does not get sustained? 

MR. ZARB: It is overridden? 

Q Yes. Then what do you do? 

MR. ZARB: After I finish crying? 

Q Yes. 

MR. ZARB: It would mean that controls would 
be reinstated and it would also mean, as the President 
indicated,in my view, that there would be no compromise 
to decontrol and the issue won't even be faced again 
until after the election, which,carried to its endpoint, 
means less production' and no meaningful movement in the 
energy program at all. 

Q Did you change a lot of votes this weekend 
or the last two or three days? 

MR. ZARB: It is hard to say because I don't know 
where many of these folks were before we talked to them. 

Q Do you think these conversations down here. 
with these Senators and Southerners and these Republicans 
have 

MR. ZARB: I think we have helped because we have 
had an opportunity to look at the issues as they really 
were Member to Member, and they got a much clearer under
standing as to the President's willingness to compromise. 

MORE 
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The President was able to make it clear that 
his 39-month program was a reasonable compromise~ Most 
of them, it seemed to me, conceded that it was a reason
able compromise. He further said that upon sustaining of 
my veto, I will accept a 4 5-day extension and work towar•d 
effecting this compromise, which left most of the folks 
involved to conclude that it seems to be a reasonable 
way to go. 

Q Frank, how can you call the 39 months a 
reasonable compromise when the House rejected it? 

MR. ZARB: I don't know what that has ~o do 
with whether I characterize it as reasonable or not. It 
answered all of the substantive questions raised by 
individual Members of the House, and indeed, there were a 
number of Members of the House, both Democrats and 
Republicans, who oontributed to its construction. 

It failed in the last days, the last hours prior 
to recess, by 39 votes. Twenty switches would have 
carried it with a number of votes absent. So, I can't 
characterize it as unreasonable because of that set of 
circumstances. 

Let me take the follow-up. 

Q Have you been told by the Democratic leader-
ship that·they would accept a compromise of 48 months and 
a $10 cap as opposed to 39 and $11.50? 

MR. ZARB: I have not. 

Q Would that be acceptable? 

MR. ZARB: I would say just as a quick reaction, 
Tom, that that would not be. It is not a question of 
where the numbers are for the sake o; the numbers. It 
is a question of what it achieves, how •many barrels 
produced and how many barrels do we save. 

Q Let's realistically -- if the veto is 
sustained, what is acceptable to you? Where do you think 
that there will be,given your position as you have out
lined it now? 

MR. ZARB: The 39-month program had a result 
attached to it. It saved -- I can't recall the exact 
numbers -- but as I recall a million barrels a day by 
the end of 1978 as compared to the end of 1977. I 
might have to correct those numbers later, but it also 
began to increase production over that same period of 
time. 
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Within that 39-month oontext, there are numbers 
that could be moved around to achieve the same result, and 
as long as we can achieve the same goals within the same 
general time frame, then there is still some flexibility 
for discussion, but the thing the President is firm on 
is extending the program or modifying it in a way which 
reduces our achievement in terms of barrels saved or 
barrels produced, and that is where we need to, as a 
Nation, draw the line. 

Q Mr. Zarb, most people are under the impression 
that controlling oil, the price of domestic old oil, keeps 
the price down. The President says that,continuing these 
controls, they will raise prices. How do you arrive at 
that conclusion? 

MR. ZARB: The first support for that conclusion 
is what has happened to prices in the last four years. 
Prices went on oil in August of 1971, price controls. 
That has not contained the increase in energy prices, nor 
has it improved production. 

But, the alternative has occurred. Our imports 
have increased -- as I recall, in 1971 we imported about 
3.3 million barrels a day, and we are now well over six 
million barrels a day, so our imports have doubled during 
that same period. 

It is clear that if we are going to keep prices 
under some reasonable cor.atraint and at the same time have 
those prices feed the American economy rather than some
body else~s economy, that we need a domestic program to 
produce domestic oil and not a program that will have us 
increase consumption but have us increase consumption of 
imported oil. You have to make that connection. 

The controls have historically worked in a 
format that have been counterproductive where virtually 
wherever we tried them as a Nation, and indeed wherever 
any other Nation has tried them. 

Q If you are successful tomorrow in sustaining 
the veto, are there any conditions on signing the 45-
day extension? When you originally talked about it, you 
said"if there was evidence of movement toward acceptance 
of the 39 monthsZ' Today it sounds as though that is flat. 
If they have sustained, will you sign the ex~sion? 

MR. ZARB: No, I think the same general attitude 
prevails, but if you are really interested in compromise 
and not just the cosmetics of those words, you have to say 
that if, inthe President's judgment, there is a reasonable 
attempt being made to effect that compromise, that_he would 
be in favor of signing the 45-day extension. 
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That will obviously occur after he has talked 
with Members of Congress, the leadership, and made his own 
judgment as to what the prevailing attitude is. It would 
be clearly, I don't think in ru1ybody's best interest, to 
sign an extension >after he is told that at the end of 
the extension time we are going to be back to confron
tation becausa there is absolutely no opportunity to compro
mise or add to that, that in my view in talking with the 
various leaders who have been here in the last five days, 
that the feeling for compromise is there, the willingness 
to compromise is there, and I think a very positive 
attitude. 

I feel better about it now than I did before 
recess. 

Q Senator Muskie's 
this would cost 600,000 jobs by 
increase the wholesale prices 4 
growth as much as 200 percent. 
to that? 

office said today that 
the end of 1977, and 
percent and reduce overall 
What would be your response 

MR. ZARB: We have looked at those numbers, and 
that analysis, .as has the Council of Economic Advisers, 
and I guess I would simply say we don't agree with those 
estimates, nor the way they were derived. 

Q Are you predicting that a yeto will be 
sustained and, if so, by how many votes? · 

MR. ZARB: You know, it is not done until it 
is done, and I have said right along· that it is going to 
be a tight vote because it is a tough issue, and I am not 
going to predict how many votes. 

I think by tomorrow, from everything I know, we 
are going to have enough votes to sustain because there 
are going to be enough Members that believe as I do, that 
we have to move forward and not backward. 

Q Are you hoping this will have a psychological 
effect of allowing more Democrats in Congress to lay the 
blame on the President and say we did all we could to 
fight off controls and if it is sustained,1hat the President 
can carry the bag and the Democrats, enough, can switch 
to bring it through? 

MR. ZARB: You mean as a matter of strategy? 

Q Yes, on their part. 
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MR. ZARB: I don't know if anything ever g~ts 
that well organized. I would say that one of the problems 
we have had in de~cribing the nature of the energy problems 
and the American people is precisely that kind of issue. 

Rather than often time people being told that 
we do have aserious problem that is growing worse each 
yea.r and that we need to make some very tough decisions 
and I don't mean that those decisions should support 
the Administration's views of how it should be solved, 
but rather than having that kind of explanation to the 
American people -- demonstrating what has happened to our 
imports over the last four years and what that means to 
us nationally, we seem to feel that a lot of rhetoric 
that says, well, prices are up and this action will 
increase them and we ought to keep them dm11n. 

Now, that is political discussion. That is sub
stantively counterproductive to the national energy 
program. I don't know how much of that will go on. I 
have seen some of it in recent weeks, and I think it is 
unfortunate because --

Q But you are not claiming, are you, that 
decontrol over the long haul actually holds down prices 
or lowers oil prices? Isn't it just different people who 
are making the money? Instead of the Shah of Iran, 
isn't it domestic oil producers who are going to be making 
money? 

MR. ZARB: 
magnitude question. 
attempted to deceive 
circumstances, under 
or will come down. 

I guess it becomes an order of 
No one in the Administration has 
people by saying that under any 
anybody's program,prices can be held 

If we don't have a domestic program, prices will 
indeed go up, raises will be arbitrary, they will be 
dependent upon the state of the world economy, or whatever, 
and in some cases they might even be politically motivated. 

The money that goes into those raises will go 
from here to those other countries. That money will oil 
other economies and put other people to work, as compared 
to a domestic energy program which would have the effect, 
indeed, of producing more energy. Prices will not be 
held stable or be driven downward, but will be producing 
American oil and putting Americans to work, and it really 
is that simple. 

Q Your earlier answers, Frank, have left 
rather unclear as to whether the President might be willing 
to accept a longer phase-out period than 39 months. 
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MR. ZARB: The question is, would we be willing 
to accept a longer phase-out period than 39 months. 

I guess I have to say that 39 months has never 
been the critical path with respect to Congressional 
compromise. Let me spell that out more clearly. The 39 
months is important because it presents a time dimension 
in which we achieve real results. We save barrels of oil, 
and we produce other barrels of oil within a relatively 
constrained time frame. 

When the 39-month program was rejected, there 
were any number of Democrats who said they would vote 
for that plan if the Congress had already enacted a 
windfall tax program to be in place when that plan 
occurred. 

The President received a letter from the 
majority leader of the Senate in August, and it said that 
within 30 to 45 days we could affect a compromise. Now, 
the President is saying let's again re-examine my 39-month 
plan and let's look at what your real concerns were and 
get done what has to be done within that 30 to 45 days~ 

Now, that is not to say within that framework 
of time some pieces could not be changing to affect the 
same result because clearly they can be. I am not going 
to get into what all the combinations might be because 
there are any number of combinations. 

Q Frank, what result is that you are saying 
could be achieved? The same thing as a windfall profits 
tax without windfall legislation, or what? The windfall 
seems to be the stumbling block. 

MR. ZARB: If the windfall is the stumbling 
block and we have 45 days to fix the stumbling block, 
then we ought to just get it done. 

, 
Q Is that a compromise or what? The problem 

seems to be up on the Hill. What do you have to offer? 

MR. ZARB: It was not a question of what we had 
to offer. We offered a 39-month plan which was a consider
able movement from where we were. 

Q You keep talking about compromise. I don't 
see where the trade offs come in here. The Congress says 
okay, we have not passed the windfall. Without a windfall 
we don't pass 39 months and we do pass six-months extension, 
and you say no six-month extension. 

Where is the compromise coming in? You are really 
throwing it back in the court, aren't you? 
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MR. ZARB: I don't think soo A compromise, 
or a great deal of it, took place before the recess 
when we went from two years to 30 months to 39 months, 
and then rearranged the numbers so that we had, as you 
recall, the first year release at 1.5 percent, second 
year 2.5, and the last 15 months 3.5 percent. 

We also lowered the ceiling of new oil to $11.50 
and had it go up at 5 cents per barrel per month. Now, 
that was a meaningful compromise. Having done that, you are 
quite right and that the reaction was,that is pretty reason
able, but now we need a windfall tax program to go along 
with it. 

If that is the constraining path, then the thing 
to do is to re-examine that program and get on with the 
enactment of the windfall tax program. If, within the 
39-month program, there are some pieces that people would 
feel more comfortable with respect to moving around, we 
ought to be willing to discuss that. 

Q What do you think you could do to make that 
more palatable now than it was before since the windfall 
is the problem? You don't seem to have had any disagree
ment with them on that. That is no~ what you are talking 
about. Are you compromising on· the windfall package? 

MR. ZARB: That is correct, and the only problem 
is the windfall, and that is the way it was before recess. 
Then,we can help in every way that we can by supporting a 
windfall and helping it to be enacted. 
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Q Why haven't, after all these months, you 
come up with your windfall tax plan? Why are you saying 
it will help? Why don't you come up with one and lay 
it on the table? 

MR. ZARB: Well, we have, and let me tell 
you how we have. In January we put forward a windfall 
tax program that was a very stiff program. It was 
pre-depletion, but it was spelled out in quite some 
detail. 

Now depletion changed and we started talking 
about phase-out and when we started talking about the 
39-month program we worked with the Ways and Means 
Committee and Congressman Conable, from New York, 
introduced a formula for windfall. We told the 
Chairman we would accept that formula or be prepared 
to sit down and talk about modifications to it. 

When it looked like we were not going to 
have a compromise at the end of July and we were headed 
for abrupt decontrol, we worked with the Senate 
Finance Committee Chairman. He put forward a windfall 
program that had 90 percent--25 percent plowback. 

We said in principle we embraced that 
program. So I think that that is just so much smoke, 
the fact that we have not put forward our principles 
with respect to a windfall tax program -- keeping in 
mind that one of the reasons that occurs is that 
traditionally the Treasury Department does not send 
up a piece of legislation on tax stuff. It sends up 
a memorandum and then the rest is worked out. 

Q In January you did send a detailed, 
involved proposal and since then you have simply said, 
as you have described it, that in principle you would 
accept various proposals by other people. Why don't 
you follow up now with the detailed thing? That is 
what some of the House energy people are saying -
Dingell and others. We need to have the President•s 
name on a plan here. You can't deal with Conable 
or Long or somebody like that, you know. 

MR. ZARB: Dick, I guess I fail to see the 
difference when Conable introduced a bill and we said 
we support it, and I made the public statement at that 
time that the President supported it and that seemed 
to me to be adequate. 

When Long proposed his bill we said that we 
embraced that. That seemed to be enough. I guess 
perhaps part of the reason is, Dick, that again historically 
we worked in tandem with Ways and Means and Senate 
Finance in working out the details of this legislation. 
It becomes a Treasury Department-to .. committee kind 
of thing. 
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I am sorry, I skipped one over bet~. 

Q When I asked you a while ago about 
these figures put out by the Congressional Budget 
Office you said you just didn't agree with the analysis. 
There is also a study put out by the Library of 
Congress -- I guess you have seen this piece on the 
wire -- which says this will cost the consumer $72 
billion over the next five years by raising the price 
of everything from gas to food. Do you agree with 
that? 

you are 
money. 
Why is 
better 

MR. ZARB: No. 

Q Can you give us some idea? I mean, 
saying it is going to save jobs and save 
They are saying it is going to cost jobs. 

there such a disparity? Why are your fingers 
than theirs? 

MR. ZARB: I can't give you all the reasons 
why there is such a disparity and if you want an 
analytical analysis of these projections and their 
differences from our own, both Eric Zausner's operation 
and FEA and Alan Greenspan's people, we will give 
you the breakdown but --

Q 
important. 

Let's hear that. I think it is very 

Q That is what we are concerned about. 

MR. ZARB: I can give you some of the 
differences in our method of calculation. I guess I 
probably won't recall them all. 

I also ought to start off by saying that on 
Sunday a week ago I was on national television with 
Bob Eckhardt, who has been close to the House side of 
this thing and, as I recall, in answer to a question 
he used the three cents per gallon that I have been 
using in calculating the difference. 

I would also say that we are running after 
everybody's estimates. Senator Jackson had some 
estimates. These two have different estimates and 
their numbers are different. So every time somebody 
comes out with a new set of numbers, we have to take 
the time as we do to run down what some of their 
assumptlL&ns were. 
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Some 
OPEC. Some of 
that we simply 
prove that we 

of them assumed giant increases in 
them assume leaps in coal prices 
don't aqree with and I think can .... 
are correct. 

Coal prices do not run parallel with oil. 
They have not and, as a matter of fact, coal prices 
in recent weeks have been coming down as production has 
increased because it is demand-constraining. 

There were other calculations with respect 
to natural gas. The import fee was left in some of 
those estimates and we have said that in complete 
decontrol the import fee would come off. The rebate 
to the consumers was not calculated in some of the 
estimates and was calculated in others. 

Those are the moving parts and if you want 
an analysis of any given model at any given time with 
their assumptions as it compares to us, we are prepared 
to provide it to you in detail. 

Q You are still contending that this will 
have only a minimal impact on the economy overall? 

MR. ZARB: Yes. 

Q How much of this $350 average cost to 
a family is the result of administrative action, 
including the import fee? 

MR. ZARB: It is without the import fee, the 
$350 per family. 

Q Frank, in the President's message he 
says, "If all efforts at compromise fail, I will act 
to insure an orderly transition from government controls 
to the free market." 

What actions is he contemplating in that? 

MR. ZARB: Okay. Are we talking about the 
event of no compromise, no phase-out decontro~ in 
which case the $2 tariff will come off. We will 
submit legislation and probably submit it anyway 
this week because we have got to get it up there and 
to be prepared for either contingency that will take 
care of the propane markets. 

We will ask for standby authorities to 
intercede with respect to price control or allocation 
in propane that relates to natural gas inasmuch as 
propane is a substitute for natural gas. We will ask 
for legislation to assist independent refiners. 
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The basics of that program will be to provide 
those independent refiners with three years within which 
to become adjusted to a full decontrol environment. 
As you know, right now we provide the entitlements 
program which keeps them going. 

We will submit legislation designed to 
protect the best interests of independent service 
station dealers which is a long-standing problem 
somewhat mitigated because of the ~location Act, 
but that will go forward. 

I mentioned the propane markets which would 
be part of the Natural Gas Emergency Act. We have 
already acted with FEA and Secretary of Transportation 
in asking the CAB to permit certain pass-throughs at 
the airlines' level. 

Q Mr. Zarb, you talk about you being 
optimistic that compromise is in the air--at least 
I interpret your remarks to be that -- that you are 
more hopeful now, but yet Speaker Albert came here 
to the White House yesterday and left and he said all 
you are able to do is talk about compromise. 

Now just what specific evidence do you have 
that the Executive and Legislative Branches of the 
Government are about to get together on this? 

Q Well, I don't have I guess what you would 
call specific evidence, but I have a better feeling 
that more Members understand the issue, understand 
the nature of the compromise and feel that the 
characteristics of the 39-month program were really 
not only reasonable but in the best interests of the 
country. I think that more and more Members have seen 
that we ought to move toward decontrol and move now. 

I think, in addition to that, the time that 
we have to work out some of these obvious constraints, 
or at least those that we were told were obvious 
before recess, are now going to be there. If you are 
told that your program is all right but we don't have 
time to enact the windfall tax program so we are not 
going to take your program, and you come back and say 
okay, here is the program and here is some more time 
to enact it, that would seem to remove that constraint. 

When you put all those pieces together, I 
feel more positive than I did before recess with 
respect to the opportunities for compromise, and I 
really think that many more Members, as the President 
feels, that it is time for the Government to govern 
on this issue and not be separated and polarize each 
other. 
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Q Let me follow up on this. Is one of 
the problems you had so far the fact that there is no 
Democratic leadership on the Hill? 

MR. ZARB: I would say that one of the 
problems we have had with respect to leadership in 
the energy area is that there are so many committees 
that are tied to the energy question within the 
legislature, and when you have some 14 or so individual 
committees that have jurisdiction of one sort or 
another it is very difficult to isolate that group 
with whom you can negotiate out all of the problems 
and then have that negotiation result in a final 
conclusion, so I would suspect that that is correct. 

Mike Mansfield himself has said that he felt 
that things would be substantially better if there were 
a select committee for energy on both sides, and I 
certainly agree that it would be helpful. 

Q Is your answer, then, that one of the 
problems is that there is no Democratic leadership? Yes 
or no? 

MR. ZARB: I am just not going to answer 
that question yes or no because I think that implies 
a criticism that I am not prepared to make. I think 
in the energy business things would be helpful if we 
didn't have so many committees with jurisdiction. 

Q Mr. Zarb, is there any change in overall 
Administration policy to increase oil prices in an 
effort to induce conservation? 

MR. ZARB: You are saying, is that an effort? 

Q No. Is there any change in the 
Administration policy that the Preyident announced 
some time ago and that I have heard you speak to, to 
increase oil prices in order to induce conservation? 

MR. ZARB: Of course, that has been written 
to the point where we are being shown as compared to 
those who would seek mandatory measures to get the 
same result. Let me tell you a little bit about that. 

First, if you don't-price this product at 
its real value to our economy, it is not going to be 
used with the kind of efficiency it needs to be used 
with. It is going to be wasted or squandered. You 
are not going to get the kind of smaller automobiles 
and the more effective use of appliances and construction 
of buildings and storm windows and all those other things 
that we have talked about right down to the industrial 
sector. You have to price it at its true and real 
replacement value or you are kidding yourself. You 
wind up consuming it at a rate below its real value. 
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Let me point out that where we felt that 
this value mechanism would not do the job, we 
submitted different kinds of legislation. In 
building standards, for example, we felt strongly 
that the relationship between the builder and the 
buyer didn't work such that the price increase would 
have that kind of an impact, so we proposed mandatory 
building standards in January, a very narrow range 
of thermal efficiencies that would have to do with 
any new construction anywhere in the country. 

The builder would have to provide the bank 
with the certificate and if that bank were Federally 
assisted it would demand such a certificate. That 
bill has been up there now for eight months and it has 
gotten nowhere. 

Our mandatory authorities to order the 
conversion to coal from other fuels at utility level 
expired in June. I have been asking for an extension 
of that authority; we have not gotten it. 

So yes indeed, we need to price this product 
at its real value to our society if we are going to 
create this new ethic. 

That is not the only measure we put forward 
or not the only measure we believe in. We have not 
gotten action on either, so those that say I am in 
favor of mandatory measures while the other fellows are 
in favor of price are simply not telling the whole story. 

Q Excuse me, Mr. Zarb. If that is an 
answer to my question, I really didn't see it. 

The question is, is there any change in the 
Administration policy to increase oil prices in order 
to induce conservation? I believe the President himself 
said that was the policy when he imposed the $1-a-barrel 
levy in two months totaling $2. 

Now, has that policy changed at all? 

MR. ZARB: No. If that is the way you have 
analyzed the policy and concluded that those four 
sentences sum it up, then I would just say that our 
policy has not changed. But, to simply say that we 
are in favor of higher prices to drive down conservation 
does not tell the whole story. 

Q Would you estimate again how much decontrols 
will cost consumers per gallon pe~ product? 
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MR. ZARB: If we have abrupt decontrol, no 
compromise, then I say the three-cent per gallon per 
product seems to be the most reasonable projection. 
Now, we are not going to see all that. 

Q Over how long? 

MR. ZARB: It will depend, product by product. 
I would not expect gasoline to move at all for the next 
three to five months, and if it did very marginally 
because in the fall gasoline prices come down as the 
market gets soft. We have talked about this before. 

We have had in the industry $1 billion of 
costs which, under law, I had to permit the industry 
to pass through the so-called bank costs. This $1 
billion has been sitting there and they have not 
passed them through because the market won't take it. 
They either get an immediate softening of demand, they 
get a problem with keeping their share of the market, 
and some parts of the country they immediately face 
the fact that there are importers sitting off the coast 
with refined product that would meet their price so 
they have not upped the price to the extent that they 
could have. 

I have got to say between one and nine 
months just to be fair, but I think it will be a 
triple process. 

Q You talk about gasoline repeatedly. 
What about heating fuel, and what about aviation fuel, 
which is going up and which is going up? 

MR. ZARB: The average opportunity to increase 
per gallon will be three cents across the board. I 
think many of those fuels that you just mentioned 
won't be absorbing that kind of increase, certainly 
not right away. 

Let me put it another way. Technically, 
if you look at the computer runs, you get three cents 
per gallon that technically could be passed through. I 
don't think we are going to see that passed through, 
at least not over an immediate period of time, but those 
prices have been steadily creeping up anyway. Gasoline 
has gone up six cents since January in legal pass
throughs that the law provides for, which generally 
are attributable to increased product costs, which are 
generally attributed to a higher mix of imported oil 
as domestic production declines. 
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There are some other costs in there that 
have gotten into this system, but that has been the 
major push. If we sit still and do nothing, maintain 
these controls, those costs will still go up and 
move upward and it will be because of a higher mix 
of imported oil. How fast will depend upon the rate 
of economic recovery because rate of economic 
recovery dictates consumption. 

Q Frank, you said that a lot of the 
Members understand the nature of the compromise better. 
I still don't. Can I try one more time? 

MR. ZARB: Sure. 

Q I think, if I am reading you right, you 
are using compromise as synonymous with gradual phased 
out decontrol as a middle ground between no decontrol, 
which is what you see Congress doing with the six
month extension, which would get them into an election 
year and then they passed over 

MR. ZARB: Right. 

Q -- or between sudden decontrol, which 
is what the President would impose if his veto is 
sustained. Is that what you are saying, that he is 
giving them a choice to pass what you call a compromise, 
a gradual decontrol, or face the prospect of repeated 
Presidential vetoes and extensions? Is that what the 
phase-out is here? 

MR. ZARB: A phase-out program is obviously 
the grounds for compromise. 

Q You say it is not 39 months, it is not 
30 months? It seems to be the very principle of gradual 
phase-out now. 

MR. ZARB: Gradual phase-out is the essence 
of compromise. I will go back to what I said before. 
I am not trying to confuse you. 

Q Now, not after the election? 

MR. ZARB: Now, not after the election. 

Q All right. 

MR. ZARB: I go back to what I said before. 
We were told we had that part settled. The reasonable 
compromise with respect to phase-out was completed 
with the 39-month program. 
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I was told in public by a number of committee 
chairmen as I testified that they would accept that, 
and their only reservation was the passing of a wind
fall tax program that would co-exist.with such a phase
out. 

What I am suggesting is that if we have taken 
care of that provision or if there are some details 
that need to be moved, so long as we stay within the 
constraints of what we try to achieve, we now have 
45 days to complete a windfall tax program. 

Q Is it your impression that the Members 
who could swing those votes have any real objections 
in principle to gradual phase-out? 

MR. ZARB: No. 

Q Are these details? 

MR. ZARB: No. It is my view -- and I can 
only take them at their word -- that they approved and 
indeed supported the phase-out program. Their only 
hangup was the windfall tax package. 

Q We are back to that. What can you do 
to ease that path or can you just stand back and say 

MR. ZARB: We can work with the Senate 
Finance and Ways and Means and other Members and be 
there to sign-off on formulas that we think are 
correct, and insure that we support legislation that 
in principle turns out to be correct in that area. 

Q What is their hangup? 
Ways and Means instead of 39 months. 
problem with windfall? 

We are back to the 
What is the 

MR. ZARB: I was told before recess there 
just was not enough time. 

Q Have you talked to them since recess? 
They are back now. 

MR. ZARB: I have talked with Chairman Ullman, 
who has said he is certainly prepared to go forward with 
the windfall tax program, and he was before the recess, 
but there was not enough time. 

Q Is that what Senator Mansfield says 
when he comes in and says they can pass a package within 
30 days? Does he think they have the votes now for 
windfall? 
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MR. ZARB: I don't know whether he thinks we 
do or not, but he said that in his view we could 
effectively eliminate all of our mutual problems 
within that 30- to ~5-day period, and I think he 
meant his statement to be broad-reaching. 

Q Frank, can you straighten something out 
for the record? At one point not too long ago you 
were talking about a seven-cent increase with the 
removal of controls. I have a feeling there is the 
import fee figured into that computation somehow. 

Now you are talking about three cents and 
a while ago you were talking three to four cents. Can 
you bring that all together and explain it? 

MR. ZARB: I will. I used seven cents, 
correctly, in my view. The staff kept telling me it 
was six cents, plus a small fraction, and I rounded 
upward to be relatively conservative. That is the 
six to seven cents that we are talking about. The 
staff, in their analytical work, still demonstrates 
in the stuff they publish six cents. 

The tariff is worth three cents so that 
you immediately cut that in half. Whenever I said 
three to four cents or six to seven cents I have 
tried to err on the high side just to be conservative, 
particularly if there was a fraction involved. 
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Q Can you follow that up, please, and give 
us the status of the 60 cent import fee and the $2 crude 
import fee and the two different scenarios; one, immediate 
decontrol and the other the 39-month program? 

MR. ZARB: If there is immediate decontrol and 
it appears that compromise is hopeless, the entire $2.60 
will come off and these other measures that I mentioned 
to you we will pursue very aggressively -- the propane, 
the independent refiner and the service stations. 

In the event we have a compromise program that 
assimilates our 39-month program, we will immediately 
remove the 60 cents in that context. 

The other provisions are taken care of within 
the act as it now exists, and that would be extended, so 
we would hold on those and discuss them further with the 
Congress during that 45-day period. 

Then the tariff, although it was an integral 
part of the 39-month program, would be re-examined in the 
light of any other numbers that might be changed within 
that context. I think that is just about as clear as I 
can make it with respect to the two paths we are going 
to follow, and we are going to follow them both and be 
prepared to execute both. 

MR. SPEAKES: One more question. Frank has a 
meeting to go to. 

Q Did you say you were going to take off the 
60 cent fee only or both fees immediately under a 39-month 
program? 

MR. ZARB: Under the 39-month program, the 
60 cents comes off immediately. 

Q · What about the $2? 

MR. ZARB: The $2 would be re-examined in the 
light of whatever changes might be made within the 39-
month program and so it does not automatically or not. 
If the settlement is reached earlier, there could be a 
change. 

Q Do we impose quotas at all here? 

Q What do you expect to see happen to old 
oil prices in the next days or immediate weeks? 
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MR. ZARB: If it appears as though there is 
going to be a compromise~-and I truly hope that the 
President's veto is sustained and the Congress passes 
the 45-day act--and a real indication there is going to 
be a compromise, I would see virtually no movement. 

If, on the other hand, it appears as though 
controls would remain off, then movement of old crude 
oil would move rather quickly. How quickly I cannot say 
for sure, but there are many contract& which are under 
royalty arrangements, and those royalty arrangements 
dictate that the shaling company must seek the highest 
market value as soon as possible. 

I think that is as clear as I can get on what 
will happen in the early days. How that will be trans
mitted to the pumps is subst~ntially less certain 
because the pump price will pretty much dictate what 
the market will accept and we won't see that kind of flow 
through to the retail level as quickly as it might occur 
at the wholesale level. 

Q Frank, just one more. Quickly, since you 
are talking about the $2 fee and that has been declared 
illegal by the court of appeals and you are expecting 
to go to the Supreme Court, that will probably take a 
while. How important is that in your negotiations to try 
and start working &cmothing out within 30 to 45 days? Is 
that a significant factor in the talks back and forth? 
You don't have the authority now. 

MRft ZARB: For the tariff? 

Q Yes. 

MR. ZARB: Well, we do. 

Q It has been stayed. 

MR. ZARB: It will go to the Supreme Court, 
and the issue in that area really rises above at least one 
abstraction above the energy policy and that gets to the 
Presidential authorities to affect such tariffs for 
his findings on the national security basis. 

Q Since it is in the court, it is not a very 
firm bargain on the point with Congress. How important 
is it in your talks with them? 

MR. ZARB: I think it is always important, but 
I would rather see it as a technical feature in these 
negotiations and coming to an agreement that we want to 
achieve savings and production within 39 months that we 
set out. 

MORE 
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Q You don't think it is crucial? 

MR. ZARB: We work backwards from there in how 
we move the numbers. 

Q 
compromise? 

It is not a vital factor in reaching this 

MR. ZARB: I would not classify it as a vital 
factor. I would as a factor. 

Last question, Dick. 

Q Does the Administration have any plan now 
to submit some variation on the 39 months or did the 
Republicans in Congress? Are you going to wait for the 
Democrats to put something on the table? 

MR. ZARB: I would see the sequence this way: 
If the President's veto is sustained, the President or his 
representatives, I think, would then meet with the leader
ship or whoever the leadership indicates they should meet 
with, and look at the 39-month plan, and whatever other 
pieces should be figured into the equation and, at the same 
time, move the 45-day extension, which has been introduced 
on the Senate side. 

I was told today,if it has not been already,it 
will be introduced on the House side, so that could be 
moving through the Congress and could be approved as 
these discussions get underway. 

I would be hopeful that those discussions would 
early on indicate that we are awfully close, as I felt we 
were in July, and that would lead the President then to 
sign the 45-day extension when we have our details. 

If we do within that 45-day period, then we can 
go forward with final legislation which would encompass a 
phase-out program, plus all of the ancillary aspects, 
including windfall profits. 

Q You don't have a counterproposal ready 
now or expect to? 

MR. ZARB: No, I mentioned the other day, before 
you have a counterproposal you have to learn what the 
other fellow's concerns are. We reacted that way once 
and came back with the 39-month program, which seemed to 
answer all their problems. 

No one said, I need to have 44 months and not 39 
months. No one said that the $11.50 cap should escalate 
at 2.5 cents rather than s. That was not part of the 
discussion. We worked very hard and long hours with a number 
of Democra~s to come to that plan, answering the objections 
that they had to the 30-month program, and I would be 
hopeful that we can use that as a basis from which we go. 

THE PRESS: Thank you, Frank. 

END (AT 3:00 PoM. EDT) 
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WASHINGTON 

Friedersdorf 

For Your Information ~ 
Please Handle ________________ _ 

Please See Me ________________ _ 

Comments, Please ____________ __ 

Other'/k~ 
~~~ 
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c~pternber ll 1975 

o~~ar Hugh. 

Your support of '!AY veto on s. la49, t.~e six 
~:lOnth extension of the Emergency Petroleum 
Allocation Act . was deeply appreciated and 
L1dicates a stron9 desire to achieve u.s. 
self-sufficiency in enar~J· 

I regard :Jtour vote as a courageous one because 
the long-term attainr:'.ent of energy ind:!pendence 
cannot be achieved. wi t.ltout some diffic-~ t 
decisions by Congress. 

In the long run it could well be a victory 
for homeowners who use heating oil, for drivers 
~mo buy gasolin~ 1 for factories and utilities 
which consume fuel to power their mac..}linery 
for farzners who use fuel to run their equip
ment and dry t.'leir crops -- for all Americans 
'>'<ho depe.'"td on anergy for t:.'"leir jobs and comfort 
ana pros peri t:J. 

I ar;1 hopeful that wit.lt t..i'le veto now sustained 
we can work together for a co~ro~ise on a phased 
decontrol plan ~"'lat will sti."nulate ne-4 sources 
and supply of enargy in the u.s. while not over~ 
burdening tl1e ~~rican cons~~r. 

!'l~ase be assured that I shall continue every 
~ffort possible to work with the Conqrasa to 
achieve a t::ompromise program that we can all 
support. 

!'lith cordial re-~ards 

Sin.cerely 

The Honorable Hugh Scott 
United States Senate 
··Jasll.ington, D.c. 20510 

GRF:HLF:RW:jem 
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